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This tutorial was developed as a guideline and training tool for specific applications in a Fish and Wildlife office.
You may use any part of this tutorial and adapt to your specific needs. Although used and created by a USFWS
employee it is not considered official training, methods or policy supported by the agency and is only reference
material. Feel free to share and distribute. We all benefit by working together and sharing knowledge.
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Purpose of Arc Collector:
‐
‐

‐

‐

‐

‐
‐

ArcGIS Collector app is used as a mobile GIS map to take with you in the field on a smart phone or tablet. It
can be used in 2 directions.
Collect data in the field to use back in the office. Map locations of points, lines or polygons and input data
about those features to be used in ArcMap or other GIS software. Example is in the field locating and
identifying drainage systems that will be used in developing a wetland restoration plan for a site.
Put data into it and use the on‐screen map to navigate to certain features or points such as a map of an
underground drain tile system you will navigate to in the field with a contractor to excavate and break the
tile to restore a wetland.
Limitations – This does not substitute survey grade instruments as GPS accuracy for most mobile devices
ranges from 2‐20ft depending on reception, hardware and settings. However for general preliminary surveys
and maintenance needs this is sufficient and is fast and convenient.
Instant feedback and multi‐user– Assuming you are using a device with a constant internet connection like a
smartphone, any additions or changes to the database are instantly updated across all users so multiple
people can use it at the same time. Information you put in can be seen back in the office instantly or vice
versa so can coordinate between all levels of a project in real time. Those devices that don’t have constant
internet connection will synchronize easily once they return to a wi‐fi connection.
Exporting GIS files to Google Earth App can be good for end users to easily share map data.
If you data needs only a spatial point but a lot more information about that point consider Survey123 app
instead. May be more appropriate when data is more important than complex mapping. See page 44.
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What you need to Get Started
‐
‐
‐

‐

‐

ArcGIS (10.2 or later) with ArcMap and ArcCatalog or ArcGIS Pro
Internet connection for both your PC and your mobile device
ArcGIS Online Account (AGOL) – All USFWS employees have an account. To activate you just have to log
in with your Active Directory information at the step outlined below. Non‐FWS users you would have to
register an account with ESRI.
Mobile Device – Can be a smartphone or Tablet. Works on Windows Mobile, Android or Apple. Needs to
have a built in GPS or connection to an external GPS, best to have cellular data for instant connection to
server data but can also work with intermittent Wi‐Fi/internet connection if you pre‐plan your work area
and check out data before you leave your internet connect. See the section below for checking out data.
ArcCollector app‐ Free app available on most platforms from your designated app store.

Creating a Geodatabase to store your data
If someone has already created a map for you to use you can skip this step and just move down to using the app.
If you like the Example database used here you can download a copy of it, modify any specifics you need and
start at the Publishing your database section. Copy Available at: http://skralston.com/USFWS/ next to the link
for this tutorial.
‐

‐
‐
‐

You will need to create a database to store the types of information you want to collect. Put plenty of
time and thought into the design of the information you want to collect. It is more difficult to change
and add more once everything is already built. If you have a very specific purpose you can build a very
narrow database. However for the purposes outlined here I suggest a very broad database than can be
used for most refuge management or restoration purposes. Be set up to collect data about almost any
activity you would need in day to day field work.
In the example here we will make a map that we can collect any point, line or polygon data and label it
with common feature types we have in our field work.
Open Arc Calalog
Navigate to wherever you want to store your data. Right click on the folder and choose New ‐ File
Geodatabase and name it whatever you want.
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‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

If you want to make drop down pick lists for your data collection follow these steps to create “Domains”.
If you don’t need drop down lists then skip this step.
A Domain is just a list of options you can choose from. It will make collection much faster and more
consistent to choose from a list than to type in vales every time.
Right click on your new database and choose “Properties”

In the Domain Tab in the first blank in the Domain Name column type a name of a field then next to it a
description which could be the same as the name. For this example our Domain will be called “Feature”
In the Properties box choose what type of data it is.
o For this example it will be text which is numbers and or letters. You will specify later the
maximum number of characters
o All other types are number only values and
the difference is just in how many digits and
decimal points you store. Plan ahead and
choose the maximum digits and decimal
places you would ever want to store for this
data type. Only downside to over estimating
your need is bigger numbers make large file
sizes.
o Short integer is only up to 5 digits with no
decimals
o Long integer is only up to 10 digits with no
decimals
o Float is only up to 6 digits with decimals if you
want
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Double is numbers only with as many digits and decimal places as you want to specify
For Float and Double options you may have options to input precision and scale.
 Precision is the maximum total number of digits you plan to store both above and below
the decimal point
 Scale is the number of decimal places
 12,345.678 would be precision 8 and scale 3.
o Numeric values you can specify a maximum or minimum range if you want or below in the code
values you can type of list of specific numbers to choose from
In the Coded values section is where you type your pick list along with a description which can be the
same as the Code unless you want write more details. In this example we will list features that we
commonly will find in our area refuge and restoration management:
o Survey/Sample, Tile Line, Tile Intake/Outlet, Tile Investigation, Tile Install/Reroute, Tile Break,
Blowout/Hole, Ditch, Culvert/Bridge, Dike, Ditch Plug/Fill, Spillway, Structure, Wetland,
Sediment Removal, Spoil Pile, Borrow Area, Planting/Seeding, Invasive Plant, Boundary, Burn
Area, Access, Crossing, Fence, Sign, Utility Line, Species Sighting, nest, Hazard or Maintenance,
LE Violation.
You can create as many different Domains/lists as you need. In this case we only have 1 list. Hit OK when
done
Next create Point, Line or Polygon layers in the database. Right click on your database and chose New,
Feature Class
o
o

‐

‐
‐
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‐

Give it a name and an Alias which can be
the same or more descriptive and choose
the type, point, line or polygon then hit
Next.

‐

Next Define a coordinate system for your
data. I would suggest WGS84 with your
UTM zone. It is usually easiest to use the
same coordinate system across most of
your map data so be consistent. Unless you
are dealing with a very large geographic
range like nation wide data, typically it
would be best to choose a UTM system.
NAD83 or WGS 84 systems are most
common. Both are very similar and would
likely work. By default many GPS systems
use WGS84 and are sometimes slightly
more accurate than NAD83 in some
applications. The more localized system is
often better but don’t get too narrow such
as an individual county system, then later
you may want to collect data outside of
that county and it won’t work well.
o Look under Projected Systems,
UTM, WGS 1984, Northern
Hemisphere, Your UTM zone, MN
is in Zone 15N.
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‐
‐

‐

Hit Next, Next, Next to get to the Field Name window. This is where you define the fields (columns in
your attribute table) or input boxes you will fill out in Collector.
Field Name enter a heading name such as “Features”.
o Then in Data Type choose text or number type. In this example we use Text.
o In Field Properties below chose “Allow Null Values” – “Yes” which means you can leave it blank
if you want.
o If you want a default value fill it in but usually leave blank
o Length, enter the maximum characters you want
o Domain is where if you created a pick list earlier then you can choose it here and you will have
that pick list for that field.
o In this example I create 3 fields: Features (which has the pick list of feature types from the
Domain we created), Size (which I have as a Numeric Double type so I can manually enter
numbers with decimal points), and Notes which is a 250 character text field for writing a
description of whatever I marked.

Hit Finish to create the layer. Repeat this if you want more layers. For this example we create layers
called Points, Lines, Polygons for each of those feature types and I use the same fields in each one.
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‐

Next for each of these layers we will add a couple settings needed for use in the collector app. Right click
on each layer you created and chose Manage then:
o Add Global IDs – This puts a unique ID to each feature you create
o Enable Editor Tracking – Which tracks who created it, when etc.
o Create Attachments – Which allows you to attach other files to your features like taking a point
of a bird nest and attaching a picture of the nest to the file.
o Repeat for all your layers.

‐

You are now done creating your database. Review and make any changes now as it is more difficult to
add anything later after it has already been published to an AGOL server.
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Publish your database as a AGOL Service

‐

Open ArcMap or ArcGIS Pro

‐

Hit the Add Data button and add the layers you created:
example here is the 3 Point, Line and Polygon Layers.

‐

Change the symbols now if you wish or you can do that later in
ArcGIS Online. It might be easier in ArcMap if you are more
familiar with that program. If you want different symbols for
each of the feature types Double click on the Layer to bring up
the Layer Properties box and go the Symbology tab. Under
Categories hit Unique values and Add all Values. Then
customize the symbols for each of those values. Only use basic
standard symbols or more complex symbols may not translate
to AGOL.
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‐

Sign in to AGOL. From ArcMap in the File menu
chose Sign In.

‐

With this screen don’t enter a Username if you
are a FWS employee, Just go down lower and
hit “Enterprise Login”. Other non‐FWS users
sign in to your regular AGOL account.

‐

Enter FWS in the box and hit continue

‐

Hit the top option for USFWS. Assuming you are
on a government computer already logged in
with your Active Directory account/smartcard it
will automatically log you in with no further user
name or password. If you are not on a AD
computer it will ask you for your Active Directory
log in (email and AD password)
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‐
‐

Publish your feature class service to AGOL using these steps.
From the file menu go to Share As ‐ Service

‐

Hit Publish a service and Next

‐

‐
Give your service a name (with no spaces)
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‐
‐
‐

In the Capabilities tab Un‐Check the “Tiled Mapping” option.
Under Feature Access select All options
Under Item description fill in at least some basic information. Better description and key works will help
if others need to search to find your maps.
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‐

Sharing tab leave for now. We will update sharing permissions later in AGOL unless you already have a
group made and want to share at this stage.

‐
‐
‐

Hit Publish button in the top right corner.
It will take a few minutes but should end with service has been published successfully.
There might be a few minor errors like some symbols didn’t translate over which can be fixed later in
AGOL.

‐

Your data is now online. You will no longer use the database you created on your hard drive so that can
be discarded. Any changes to the copy on your hard drive will not change the online version.
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Set Up Maps in AGOL
‐
‐
‐

‐

Open a web browser such as Chrome, Firefox or IE and go to https://www.arcgis.com If you use Chrome
it will recognize your AD account if you are on a FWS computer and make log in quicker.
Hit Sign In on the top right of the web page.
Same sign in as before, from Page 10
o USFWS staff hit the Enterprise Login button on the bottom right
o Type FWS in the blank and hit Continue
o Hit USFWS button.
Across the top of the page you will see menus. Go to the “Content” tab. And you will see your Feature
layers there. You will see 2 files, one called Feature Layer and one called Service Definition. Ignore
Service Definition.

‐
‐

Click on the Feature Layer for the file you just uploaded.
Notice by each of the description areas there is an edit button if you need to make any changes or edits
to any boxes.

‐

Go to the Settings tab. You may want to check the box “Prevent this item from being accidentally
deleted”. You will have to go in and uncheck this manually before you could delete the layer.
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‐

Scroll down and look at other options as needed. Mostly leave as default.
o Any time you make a change hit the blue save box in that section to save the change.
o Important ‐ Check box for Enable Sync which will allow you to download the data and work
offline if you don’t have an internet connection.
o Under what kind of editing is allowed the top option allows most flexibility but can be restricted
if you only want people to add stuff and not delete or change.
o Very bottom option “Export Data” should be checked. It is not by default. This will allow you to
export the data in various formats like a shapefile.
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‐

Go back to the Overview Tab on the menu bar and hit Open in Viewer

‐

You should now see your layers in a map. Below each layer are several buttons. The first one is the
symbol legend. Expand it to see your symbols. If you previously defined it in Arc Map the symbols would
have tried to copy over. Review them to see if any did not translate. If you have to fix symbols hit the 3rd
button called “Change Style”
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‐
‐

Then Hit Unique Symbols to differentiate between feature types and the Options Button
Click on the symbol next to each item to change it.
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‐

The map requires some type of background basemap. You can choose from many options including
aerial imagery, however keep in mind this is on a mobile device so the simplest map will have the
smallest file size and load the fastest and use less data. I prefer the Light gray canvas option or Dark gray
if you need more contrast in bright sun.

‐

Add any other layers you want. Hit the Add button and search for layers. Remember simpler is faster.
“National Wildlife Refuge System Boundaries” is generally good to add for our application.
o Important note: If you plan to use your map offline (without a cellular connection) ALL layers in
the map have to be set to Enable synchronize. Since you can’t control the settings on 3rd party
data like the refuge boundary layer you have to find a layer that already had Sync enabled or it
won’t allow you to download offline. For refuge boundaries use the one shown here “by
FWSGIS” as this one works.
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‐

Save your map by hitting the save button. Name your map and give it at least 1 Tag or search keyword.

‐

At this point your map is ready to use and you could open it right now in Arc Collector. If you ever need
to make changes such as change symbols, change the basemap or add/remove different layers then
return here and open your map, make changes and save again. Your limitation at this stage is you as the
creator are the only one that can see, view and edit this map right now. Our next step will be to share it
so others on your team may also use it.
Return to the Content Tab by hitting the Home button in the top left corner

‐
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Sharing a AGOL map
If you are the only person collecting and using data for the map and layers you made your can skip this step.
However collaboration is often the best use of resources. Sharing the map and layers will allow others to
contribute and use the same data.
‐

‐

‐

‐

‐
‐

How you share is up to you but the most flexibility will often be best as long as all users understand the
data is shared and not to delete anything that is not theirs. Deleting things in bulk is not very easy in the
collector app so it is rare to accidentally delete more than just one point you are working on at a time
and even then you usually have to confirm your actions.
Consider what type of information you are collecting when issuing permission. Any sensitive information
or PII is not allowed on open unsecured servers without restricted access. Restrict data to those that are
relevant and even non‐sensitive data doesn’t necessarily need to be share with the entire FWS unless it
is nationally relevant.
To share a map in collector you must share both the Map and the Data layers within it which are
separate actions. If you only share the map they may be able to open it and see your base map but no
collection layers in it.
Log in to your AGOL account and go to the Content tab. You will see the Map you made as well as the
Feature Layer. Initially they would have a lock next to them that says not shared.

If you already have a group created that you want to share, skip the next step for creating a new group
and go straight to the sharing section.
If you want to join a group that already exists you can search for that group in the My Groups tab and
request to join or contact the Group manager listed and request to share data/maps to their group.
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‐

If you need to create a new Group such as your office group, Go to the Groups tab on the very top of the
web page. Hit the Create New Group Button

‐

Fill out a group name and other details
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‐

After you create your group you can manage it and add members. Hit the Invite Users button.

‐

Search for people by name. If they haven’t created an AGOL account by logging in for the first time then
they will not show up in the list. Alternatively members can search for a group and request to join if the
group manager did not already add them.

‐

Once members are added they can be viewed in the Members tab. You can change their status from
member to manager if you want them to have more control.
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‐
‐

After the group is created, return to the content tab at the top of the web page.
Check the boxes next to the map and the feature layer you want to share and hit the share button on
the upper right

‐

Click who you want to share with which in this example is the group we just created for your office staff.

‐

This map should now be available for all those in the group. They can open it in ArcMap or ArcGIS Pro on
the desktop, on AGOL online or in the Collector app.
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Using AGOL data on the office desktop.
‐
‐

Open ArcMap . Either a new map or an existing document you want to work in.
Sign in to AGOL. FWS employees remember to log in using the enterprise button, Type FWS and USFWS
login. From Page 10

‐

Hit the drop down arrow next to the Add data button and choose Add Data from ArcGIS Online

‐

Search using a key word from your tag description. Your map should show up in the search results.

‐

Hit the Add button and it will add the feature layers from AGOL to your data frame. You can display and
manipulate this like any other GIS Data.
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‐

Editing this data is slightly different than local data. You need to check out the data from the server,
make changes, then synchronize edits back to the server. To edit AGOL data in your maps do the
following:
o Important! ‐ Zoom to the full extent of the data you want to edit. It will only check out the data
from the server that is in view at the time of the checkout. Anything that is not in view will not
be checked out and also will not be displayed if you later zoom to the area.
o Right Click on the group layer that contains the feature classes you want to edit. Go down to Edit
features, and Create Local Copy for editing

‐

You can now edit like any other layer

‐

One way to use this Application is to Collect data in the field then use it back in the office for planning,
reporting etc.
Another way is to copy data from the office into the application to be used in the field. Example is you
mapped drain tile in ArcMap using air photo signatures and Lidar topography and you want to use
Collector to help locate the underground tile in the field to break it for a restoration

‐
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o

Start with nothing selected. Then select the features you want to import into your AGOL map.

‐

Hit the copy button on the toolbar

‐

Start editing you AGOL Layer and Hit paste. Make sure it is the same feature type so if you are copying
lines you have to paste into a line file, points to points etc.
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‐

‐
‐
‐

If the attribute table fields were the same in the copy layer and the paste layer then the attributes will
copy over. If the field headings were different they will not copy over. You will have to edit the attribute
table to label the new features appropriately.
When done editing, stop editing, save your edits.
Synchronize your edits back with the server. Right click on the Group layer for your AGOL data and Go
down to Edit features, and Synchronize Local Edits with Server
Do not leave data checked out for extended periods. Check‐in/Synchronize your data at the end of each
work session or day. Particularly if you have multiple users, you or others are not seeing changes being
made while data is checked out. 2 users could be trying to edit the same data at the same time and
overwriting each other.
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Making a Copy of the AGOL Database
If you want a copy of the entire database to work with on your desktop you can download a copy. Log into AGOL
web page and go to the Content tab and click on your Feature Layer. On the right side there is an option to
Export Data in various formats. FGDB (File Geodatabase) would be the best to retain the full functionality of the
database.

The copy will show up in the My content tab which you then click on to download. Notice the downloaded file is
only a copy. Changes you make to this downloaded copy will not change what is still on the server and new
additions on the server will not show up in this downloaded copy. The downloaded file will just be named a
string of numbers so you may want to rename it before you open it.
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Using Arc Collector on Mobile Device
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

General Guidelines – Extended use can drain a battery. Especially in bright sun you may need to have
the screen brightness turned up all the way. Make sure your device is fully charged and you may want to
carry an external USB battery pack as a backup. Also you may want to set your screen timeout to a
longer interval so it doesn’t lock out between short intervals between screen taps.
o FWS users this will work on any mobile device government secured or not including personal
devices as long as you have an AGOL account. Thus if government equipment is unavailable but
users are willing to use their personal device they may do so (seasonal employees). Use the data
checkout feature to avoid using personal data plan quotas. Contract employees can also get
AGOL collaborator licenses. Check with your regional GIS representative for details.
For increased accuracy on some devices you can get an external Bluetooth GPS. Some can clip to a visor
of a hat or Velcro for better reception than a device held low or close to the body.
Download and install Arc Collector from your devices App store. This is a Free App.

You will need a cellular or wifi internet connection for log on and initial map setup.
Open collector and hit Continue to sign in. FWS users sign in using the Blue Enterprise Log on button on
the lower part of the screen (Do not enter User & PW here).
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‐

Enter FWS in the blank and Continue. The hit the USFWS Sign in and on the last screen enter your active
directory email and password

‐
‐

After logging in you will see Collector maps that are available for you.
You can decide if you want to work in live mode (if you have a constant internet connection) or in
Download/Sync mode (for working‐off‐line). See the bottom of this section for offline mode.
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‐

First time use, setup your general settings. Hit the menu button at the bottom right of the screen and go
to settings. Review all settings and modify as needed.
o The Main setting you should change is GPS Averaging. Turn it on and set number of locations to
something like 15 (about 15 seconds). Since mobile devices don’t have super accurate GPS the
signal tends to drift a little. Taking multiple reading and averaging them will help increase the
accuracy. Your Device may say it has accuracy within 10ft but by averaging your actual point
collected may be half that. Longer/more points you average the better but it takes longer and
you must stand still while it collects the point.
o A short test run at the Windom office compared a Trimble survey grade GPS with accuracy
within 0.05ft used as a benchmark against a Samsung Galaxy S7 smart phone with Collector. The
on screen displayed accuracy was 9.3ft during this test. 15 Location point average was run 3
times and varied from the benchmark 11.6ft, 6.6ft and 5.2ft for an average of 7.8ft variance.
Longer test runs were done with a 200point average coming in at 7ft from the benchmark and a
240point average came in at 2.3ft from the benchmark. As you can see longer averages do help
bring the accuracy in but for most field applications we are using this for within 10ft is
acceptable.

‐

Return to the Main Screen by hitting the Arrow at the top right of the screen.
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‐
‐

Open the map by tapping on the map. By default it will zoom to your location. Your location is the Blue
dot. If you move it will turn to an arrow indicating direction of travel.
Zoom in or out by pinching and expanding 2 fingers on the screen. Pan by swiping a finger. If you loaded
previous data you can use this to navigate around your project.
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‐

‐
‐

‐

In the bottom right corner there is a menu button (3 vertical dots) where you will find options for layers
in your map such as turning on or off certain layers or changing your basemap. There is also a measure
tool you can use either with GPS position or tapping points on the map.
On the bottom left is the GPS centering button. If you panned and zoomed to another location and want
to recenter the map on your location press the bottom left button.
The GPS box in the bottom left just above the menu bar tells you your GPS accuracy and tapping on it
will give you GPS information.

To take a point or vertex with your GPS position stand over your desired point and hold relatively still
and tap the + button on the bottom toolbar.
o You will see a list of all the feature types you created in your Domain list. Scroll through to find
the type of point you want.
o For a simple point just tap the point type and it will start collecting that point. Fill out the form
for any additional information you want to store for that point.
o You will notice on the top of the screen it will count through the GPS averaging. Keep the GPS
still until it has finished.
o For a Line or Polygon you need multiple points so tap the type you want. On the next screen, fill
out the data form if you want. Then at the bottom bar you have an option to stream which will
just keep taking vertex points as you walk or use the person with the GPS icon to manually take
vertex points at set locations/corners. You can also manually draw vertex points by going to the
map (Top right button that looks like a map icon) and tapping on the screen. Use any one of
these or combination to draw your line or polygon vertex.
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o

When done collecting or drawing your point, line or polygon, save it by pressing the top left
Check button.
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‐

You do have an option to attach photos, video or other files to a feature you created such as take a point
for an interpretive sign then attach a photo to it. During the collection process, just tap the paperclip
icon on the bottom toolbar and it will give you the option to either take a live photo or choose one you
already took from your gallery on your device.
o Caution: While attaching photos can be useful and convenient in some circumstances it may not
always be the most practical. Many photos in your database will make very large files sizes
making it slower and harder to manage. Also photos in the geodatabase are more difficult to get
out an use outside of a GIS program. Generally I would recommend taking a photo outside of
the collector application and store it separately as a JPG file. You could log in your notes for that
location that you took a picture to reference along with the time and date as most mobile
devices name their photos based on the time stamp. Turn on the Geotag option on your devices
camera and it will store the GPS location in the metadata of the photo file so you can later
reference where the photo was taken if needed.
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‐

To edit or delete an item, zoom to it on your map. Tap it which a box will pop up at the bottom of the
screen. Tap the bottom right corner of that box for options including delete.

‐

This is the basics of collecting data using this app. Assuming you were collecting in live mode. Anything
you collected has instantly synchronized with the server. Any other user on other devices or in the office
would be able to hit refresh on their screen and see the changes you made in real time.
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Working with Collector data offline.
‐
‐

‐

‐

If you will not have an internet connection during field use you can download data to your device to use
it off‐line however you need to plan ahead before you leave your internet connection.
While you have internet access, open collector and log in as normal. On your map screen you should
notice the Download option in the bottom right corner of the maps listed on your screen. Press
Download to setup your off‐line map.
o If this Download does not show up it is because one or more of your layers in the map was not
set up to enable synchronization. Refer to the tutorial section above on AGOL Content settings
for your feature layer or the section on adding additional data layers to your map. (Pg. 15 & 18)
It will show you a map and ask you to identify your work area. Zoom in or out so the entire work area
you will be using is in view. It will display an estimated amount of storage space needed for the area you
select. When in offline mode you can only view and edit the areas you downloaded so pre‐plan carefully.
Then choose Download and it will download a copy of the data to your device.

When Done it will show a Sync Icon in the corner of your map.
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‐

The map is now ready to use offline. Use all the same functions as in on‐line mode but only the area you
download will display and you will not be able to change your basemap.
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Sync Data when you return to the office
‐

‐
‐
‐

When you return to the office or active internet connection, press the Sync button on the main map
screen. It will synchronize all changes back with the server. It is recommended you re‐sync whenever
you have an active internet connection to avoid accidental data loss or conflicts with others editing the
same data you were while off‐line.
The Sync option will remain even after you just did a synchronization because a copy of the off‐line map
is still stored on the device. It can be used again if you are returning to the same work area.
If you are done with this work area it is best to remove the local copy of the data on your device and re‐
download again later if you need to work offline again in a different location.
To Delete the local copy, go to the main map screen where it lists your maps, In the bottom right corner
of the screen press the menu button (with 3 vertical dots) and select manage. You will see the
downloaded map you have available listed. Press the Remove button then Remove features and
basemap button.
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Export ArcMap to Google Earth KML file
Google Earth can be a good simple display tool for exporting your GIS files to a mobile device. Not used for
collection of data just end user display. Advantages is it is simple to use, familiar by many existing users and is
free. This may be a good option for sharing map layers with contractors or other consumers of maps you have
created. I use this in wetland restoration where I design the project in GIS and give my contractors a copy of the
map in Google earth that they can pull up in their smart phone while running equipment to navigate the job site.
Often things like sediment removal boundaries are hard to see pin flags in tall grass until you get right up to it or
drain tile is buried underground so this helps the contractor get close to the location to excavate it. Remember
this data is one time export so unlike Collector app it does not update changes to the data.
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

Open Arc Map or ArcGIS Pro and Add data layers you want in the eventual map.
Make sure this is a new blank map with no legend in the Layout view. If you have a legend it will try to
export that and display it on the screen, which on a small mobile scree there isn’t room and it is just in
the way. Also don’t include any layers that you don’t want displayed on the mobile device.
Google Earth runs on WGS 1984 Coordinate system so set your coordinate system to WGS84 with your
UTM zone.
Adjust the symbols for your layers. Keep the symbols fairly simple as Google earth may not translate
more complex icons or symbols. Just basic colors and outlines, no textures.
Save your mxd Map
Open ArcToolbox and go to Conversion Tools ‐ To KML and open the Map to KML tool.
o Select your new map Document
o Dataframe will auto fill or select one if you have more than one data frame in the document
o Choose your export location and name for the KMZ File and hit OK
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‐

On a Desktop computer you can open google earth and go to File – Open and open your new KMZ file.

‐

Your data layers should display on the google earth map similar to what it looked like in GIS.

‐

On a mobile device copy the KMZ file to your mobile device. Location is up to you but a Downloads or
Documents folder is an easy place to navigate to.
Open the Google Earth App or just Click on the KMZ file in your File Manager folder

‐
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‐
‐

On the top left there is a menu button (3 horizontal bars). Tap it and go down to “My Places”
In My Places tap the Import KML file at the bottom and navigate to where you saved the file such as the
Downloads or Documents Folder.
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‐
‐
‐
‐

‐

If you have multiple layers you can tap the Blue eye button next to your layer to turn it on or off when
not in use.
Tap the Fly Here button to Bring up the map location for your layers
Navigate by swiping or pinching to zoom.
The top right button (vertical 3 dots) has an option to center on your GPS position which is shown as a
blue dot.

Note for government secured IPHONE users. On some phones the security settings don’t allow you to
browse to a file stored on your device within the Google earth app and tries to direct you to the iCloud
which is also disabled. In this case, outside of Google Earth use your file manager to view where the file
is stored on your phone. Tap the file to open it and use the “Open With” option to choose google earth.
It will then add itself to the My Places in Google Earth.
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Survey 123 for ArcGIS
Purpose:
Use this tutorial for introductory basics of using Survey 123. It is an extensive program with many options to
customize components or data. Once you understand the basics here you can seek the many online resources
and youtube videos on more specific advanced options.
What is the App Used for:
Survey 123 is a fillable survey form program which you can design a survey or data entry sheet for data
collection input. It basically operates in a Microsoft excel database table in the background that you use a more
user‐friendly front interface. It can incorporate spatial data locations but doesn’t necessarily have to be spatially
oriented like Arc Collector. For example, you can develop a survey form like a refuge sign inventory where you
collect a simple location point, then input data about the sign like, condition, content, size etc. If you need more
complex location information than a single point you should use ArcCollector for lines, polygons or areas.
Alternatively, you might have non‐spatial surveys like public input meeting where you gather opinions on a new
policy proposal and want to record answers in a standardized format that could be summed and reported in a
database table later.
What Device does it work on & user requirements:
Survey 123 works on most platforms so can be used on android or iOS mobile devices (tablets and
smartphones) but also works on Mac OS X, Windows or Linux so can be loaded to a desktop or laptop computer.
Download of the app on all platforms is free. Your device must have at least an intermittent internet connection.
It can work offline but at least needs a connection to download the initial survey file such as a table on wifi in
the office before leaving for the field. The user needs a ArcGIS Online account and if you are a form creator you
need an AGOL account with publishing permissions. If you are a USFWS user you already have and account and
it is activated the first time you log in. If your account isn’t setup with publishing permissions contact your
regional GIS coordinator to add that option.
Multiple Users/Devices:
Survey 123 can be used on multiple devices at the same time. Unlike ArcCollector, Survey 123 is offline
by default so once it is loaded on a device you can take and use it anywhere even without an internet
connection. However because of this you will not see live changes on other concurrent devices unless you
actively synchronize it.
Install:
There are 2 parts to the program. “Survey 123 Connect” is used to create your new survey forms and databases.
“Survey 123 for ArGIS” is the collection app once someone has already created a survey database for you.
Download and install Survey 123 Connect from: https://doc.arcgis.com/en/survey123/download/. Microsoft
office isn’t listed in the software requirements but is common on most computers and I assume you at least
need Microsoft excel or other compatible database table editing software to run Survey 123 connect as that is
where the database is created. If you are a USFWS user, this software is pre‐approved and you should be able to
install yourself.
Download and install Survey 123 for ArcGIS for your mobile device from your designated app store or from the
same link above.
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Creating a new Survey:
‐ Open “Survey 123 Connect” preferable on a desktop or laptop
computer.
‐ The program has many good tutorials for specific tasks built in.
‐ Hit the Tutorials button at the top to review their topics.
‐ Hit the New Survey Button
‐ Think of a unique identifying name. You will need to be able to
easily search for it.

‐

‐

‐
‐
‐

At the top of the new
survey screen type a
name for your survey
where it says Title.
You will see several
options on the left
side. To create your
own new blank
survey use either
basic or advanced. In
this tutorial example
we will choose
“Advanced”. Another
good option is look
through the many
pre‐made surveys
under Sampler or
Community. If you
log in first with your
AGOL account you
will also see options
for surveys from your organization or ones you saved online already. These premade surveys may be a
good time saving option if they cover the same basic format you need you can open it and just change
names, heading s or other minor things and be ready to go.
For this example hit Advanced and hit the Create
Survey button at the bottom
It will create a form and open and Excel table.
Notice the 4 spreadsheet tabs it creates
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o

The Survey tab is the main tab you will create all your forms and their parameters in. The first 3
columns are the required fields and the rest are options of how it will be formatted. We will
cover more details later.

o

The Choices tab is where you will create and store any pick lists that you choose to use. Making
lists is easy
 Colum A put the name of the list. Everything with the same list name will show up in
your pick list. Don’t use spaces
 Colum B is the Name or code value. Short value with no spaces
 Column C is the descriptive name that will appear on the form. You can use spaces or
special characters here.

o

Settings tab controls the settings of the Form. Not much to change here other than the title. A
few advanced options if needed.
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‐
‐

o

Types tab lists command names and descriptions for commands you may use. Unlike normal
excel function you will be using these commands not standard excel commands and will not be
using “=” before entering commands or formulas. Reference the types tab a lot for command
names and definitions. Don’t change anything here.

o

Popup boxes will appear on input areas and give you hits and directions of what goes in the
space

Go to the Survey tab
Each row is a new entry in your survey form or new question to answer. Type them in the order you
want them to appear. You can create whatever fields you want but for good data management there are
a few general categories you should try to always include such as Date & time, User/Surveyor, Location
if it is spatially relevant, Possibly for site specific data a unique code or location title.
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‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐

Column A – Type: This specifies the type of data you are collecting for their question. Text, date/time,
numbers, choice/lists, audio clip, image etc. Reference the types tab or definitions of the field types. This
field is required (See note on bottom of page 49 on images, not recommended for most users).
Column B – Name: This will be a field/column heading name in the final database table. Simple names,
short with no spaces. This field is required
Column C – Label: This is the descriptive name that appears on the form. This would be the question you
want answered. It can be a word a sentence or whatever. Spaces and special characters allowed.
Remember if this is to be on a mobile device keep it simple and short for space. This field is required
Column D – hint: This is subtext that will appear below the main label to give additional direction. For
example your label may be “Enter the size of the pipe” and the hint would be “in inches”.
Column E – constraint: setting limits for your input. Most often a limit or range of numbers. Refer to the
types tab under Formula Operators to see a list of acceptable operators. For a range of 0‐100 enter .>=0
and .<=100 notice put a period before the operator.
Column F ‐ constraint_message: If you have a constraint this would be the error message to display if a
value is out of range.
Column G is the field required or can it be left blank then H would be the error message
Column I – appearance: This is how the question will be displayed. Refer to the types tab or appearance
options specific to each data type. Examples would be:
o In pick lists/choices you can have a drop down menu, horizontal list, vertical list, scale bar
o In numeric values you have options to include just direct typing a number or use a spinner (+ or ‐
) button, you can have a calculator pop up if the value is something that might require addition.
o If you data type is an image, you can tap the button and either draw on the screen blank canvas
like making a diagram or sketch or capture a signature or use the camera button to take a
picture then further draw or type on the picture if you want. The image is stored and linked to
your survey. For this example we may want to take a picture of the water control structure and
draw a circle to point out where a leak is forming.
Column J – default: This gives a default value to a field. It can be changed but gives you a starting point.
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Once valuable option here is for a date or time entry use the command now() and it will autofill
the current data and time.
The remaining times are a bit more advanced and not commonly used for basic survey forms. See popup
descriptions or search ESRI tutorials for more details on those setting
Any time you want to see the results of an entry or change you made, hit the save button in excel and
switch over tot eh Survey 123 Connect program. It will run a validation and let you know if there is any
errors. If none it will display your sample entry form. Where you can fill in fields to see if they work
correctly.
Save and close the excel spreadsheet when you are done.
In Survey 123 Connect go tot eh Settings button on the top right.
General Tab Enter the Title and description – Be unique and identifiable with a name and description so
it can easily be found in a search
Style tab you can change colors
o

‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

Images tab sets the file size of the
any images you capture in the survey
Note on Images: Although seems like
a good option the practical
application doesn’t work well storing
images in a database. It is hard to get
the images back out to actually use and view later. It can also make your database file size large and
hard to transfer. It stores the files as an integrated part of the database not as separate files like jpg’s. I
would highly recommend instead of using the integrated image option to have a spot on your form with
a check box or text field where you can check off that you took a picture and possibly reference a data
and time or photo number. Just use the normal camera feature on your mobile device to take a picture.
Most devices store the photo using a time/date stamp for the file name. Then offload and store those
files separate.
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‐

Map tab is where you set up the map.
o Choose the base map type (roads, topo, aerial imagery etc)
o Zoom to the general extent of the area you will be working such as the county or district or if it
is a specific site you could zoom closer. Generally try to capture the entire potential work area in
the default map area
o Coordinate format choose your style. Most often I would suggest using decimal degrees. It
would require the least conversion or formatting depending on where this data is used in the
future. Change again the display coordinate format to the same thing at the bottom.

‐

Inbox and Sent Surveys are more specific setting. Look up
more advanced tutorials for those options.
On the left side are a few other menu buttons to be aware
of
o Top right will open the excel spreadsheet if you
need to edit your form.
o Second from the top will refresh the form preview.
Saving the excel file does the same thing
o The folder icon open the folder where the data is
stored
o The bottom button publishes your survey.
At this point your survey is finished and ready to be
published and used.

‐

‐
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Publish the Survey
‐ To publish a survey you must first sign in. Hit the sign in button on the bottom left
‐ USFWS users you have to sign in with the Enterprise account NOT the normal log in.
o Hit the Enterprise button
o Next Screen Type fws and continue
o Next screen hit US Fish and Wildlife Button
o Last screen enter your AD email and password or use your smart card to log in if on a
government computer
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‐
‐

Hit the publish button which is the cloud with the arrow on the left side
Hit the Publish Survey button. It will upload the survey and tell you when complete

Manage your Survey Online
‐ Hit the Globe icon and hit Manage Survey or use the link.
https://survey123.arcgis.com
‐ You will log in to the web page the same as you did before with FWS
users use the enterprise log in.
‐

Look at the tabs across the top. Overview to start is blank but after data
is entered it gives a summary

‐

Hit the Collaborate button. See page 20 & 21 in the tutorial above for creating new groups. Select who
has access to this survey. Change setting for Submitter and Viewer options and hit save.
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‐

It will give a link if you want to conduct this survey online. However some options won’t work the same
online as they do in the app so if you have a choice use the Survey 123 App.

‐

See the tutorial above on page 20 to reference creating or joining groups.
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Using/Collecting the Survey Data
‐ Open the Survey 123 app
‐ Sign in – USFWS use the enterprise log in
‐ If you have surveys already on your device it will show on screen. Otherwise hit the download button.
Download is also available on the top right menu button
‐ Search for the name of your survey and tap to download it.

‐
‐

Using the survey is pretty straight forward. Go down the list of the questions you created in the survey.
GPS Location hit the target icon to take a point or press and hold the icon to do GPS averaging which will
improve accuracy by taking multiple readings. You can also manually select a position using the map.
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‐

‐

‐

‐
‐

Photos in the form are not recommended for most users because it is hard to use the photo later stored
in the database. Better to just use your device camera and record/reference a field in your survey to
note you took a photo and record a photo number or data and time. If you do decide to use the photo
feature hit the button. You can capture an image and draw or annotate on it.
When you filled everything out you can hit the check mark at the bottom to save. You will get a
confirmation to save. If you have an internet connection you can immediately upload or choose to send
later.

If you want to Sync Later you will have see an Outbox button on
the home screen. Hit that button to upload surveys when you
have a internet connection.
Hit Collect to start another survey
If you are totally done with the survey and will not use it again,
save space on your device by deleting the survey. Hit the top
right menu button and choose delete
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Managing and Using your Data
‐ Log in to your Survey123 account. https://survey123.arcgis.com
‐ The home screen now shows summary of how many records were taken. This will continue to tally as
long as you use it. You can go back and add more to the survey any time you want. As many users as you
want could be contributing in real time.

‐

On the Analyze tab it will give you statistics of all the records
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‐
‐

‐

On the data tab you will seed a table with all the records.
If you want to export the data choose export and choose the format such as an excel table or if you
want it in GIS choose a shapefile or geodatabase and the data will be in points with fields in the attribute
table.
In ArcGIS/ArcMap you can choose Add data from ArcGIS Online, search for your survey and view the
survey data directly on your map. If you want to manipulate the data you would have to Export it.

‐

If you are completely done with your survey and will not use it again you can clean up your AGOL
account and delete the survey once you have your final copy of data downloaded.
‐ Further customization and advanced features can be found using ESRI built in tutorials, web searching or
many YouTube videos. This is a very versatile application with many potential uses.
Making Surveys Online – From the My Surveys web page (https://survey123.arcgis.com/surveys). There is an
option to “+Create a New Survey”. For Simple easy surveys this is a great tool to build a new survey with a
graphical interface instead of a spreadsheet in Connect. Interface is fairly intuitive to use.

Mobile Accessories:
Accessories you might find useful for your mobile devices:
‐ Backpack for field gear. Better to carry in a bag than to have it bounce around
inside a truck. Get one with a computer or tablet compartment. Keep all cables,
chargers and other accessories in the backpack so they are always with you ready
to go. http://a.co/5t5F0i3 or http://a.co/7PdbfR4 are good
‐ As rugged of a case as possible. There are many options. LifeProof NÜÜD series is
popular and is supposed to be rugged and waterproof, however it seals around
the edge of the screen but leaves the screen itself uncovered and vulnerable to
scratches and impacts. You could try to put a tempered glass protector over it but
then the case may not seal well over the tempered glass. The Joy Factory aXtion
Pro M case is supposed to also be rugged and waterproof but does include a
screen protector. It also has various mounting options. As of this tutorial it is only
made for the larger 12.9” ipad but they have the aXtion Bold MP model for smaller
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‐

‐

‐

‐

‐
‐

‐

ipads which is water “resistance”. Either way I wouldn’t intentionally submerge either so I chose aXtion
over lifeproof for the screen protection. http://a.co/5gtMvwR
Portable battery pack – Battery power in long field use may be limited. There are many options for
portable battery packs. Some are ruggedized and also include solar
charges to help supplement power. Solar alone would take a long time
to charge but is better than nothing and help keep the battery pack
topped off without being plugged in unless it is majorly drained.
ZeroLemon 26800mAh SolarJuice is a good model.
http://a.co/cSdUcXC
12v car charger is good to have with. Get one with just the USB ports
not the all in one with the cable built in. Having USB ports makes it more versatile
and can charge more devices. Just have a USB cable for your devices. Larger
2.4amp models will charge faster. http://a.co/eM3oSSt
USB charging station is good for in the office so you can charge multiple USB
device without needing many separate plugs. Leave a charging station with cables
set up in the office and a separate set in your field pack so you never forget to
grab the cables and chargers when you go. They will always be in the field gear
ready to go. http://a.co/c1gaRST
Bluetooth GPS – Some areas and some devices have better GPS reception
than others. An external Bluetooth GPS receiver can improve accuracy and
reception. Multiple models available. Garmin makes a good one that has
about a 12hr battery and again can be charged with a USB plug.
http://a.co/ftRlUSz get the belt clip on it which you can clip on to a hat visor
for better reception up higher http://a.co/igrQsMP
Spare cables ‐ Keep spare USB cables for all your devices so you keep one
set in the office and one in the field bag
Tablet Stylus pen – Using gloves or dirty hands or even just big fingers can
be hard with mobile devices. Use a tablet stylus pen. They make fancy
ipens but they are very expensive and require being charged. For most
purposes the non‐electronic stylus works just fine for a fraction of the cost.
http://a.co/3SWdvls I would get one with a hook on the end to use with a lanyard.
Also a pencil holder to stick on the back of the case makes it convenient
http://a.co/2LDczqY
Auidio/Video adapter is handy to have with a mobile device. For doing
demonstrations, or collaborating with a team on a larger screen. Plugs into your
device with an adapter for other screen or projector outputs. This version is for
ipads or iphones but others are available for android. http://a.co/0lUibh2

Check back for updates to the tutorial and will be posted on http://skralston.com/USFWS/
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